In the independent component analysis it is assumed that the components of the observed random vector are linear combinations of latent independent components, and the aim is then 10 to estimate the linear transformations back to independent components. Traditional methods to find estimates of an unmixing matrix in engineering literature such as FOBI (fourth order blind identification), JADE (joint approximate diagonalization of eigenmatrices) and FastICA are based on various uses of fourth moments but the statistical properties of these estimates are not well known. This paper describes in detail the independent component functionals based on 15 fourth moments through corresponding optimization problems, estimating equations and algorithms and, for the first time, provides the full treatment and comparison of the limiting statistical properties of these estimates. Wide efficiency studies indicate that JADE and symmetric version of FastICA perform better than their competitors in most cases and, in certain cases, provide asymptotically equivalent estimates. 
INTRODUCTION
In his system of frequency curves, Karl Pearson (1895) identified different types of distributions and the classification was based on the use of standardized third and fourth moments. A measure of degree of kurtosis for the distribution of x was defined as
and Pearson (1905) called the distribution platykurtic, leptokurtic or mesokurtic depending on the value of κ. For a normal distribution, κ = 0 (mesokurtic) and, in this case, Pearson also considered the probable error ofκ. Later kurtosis was generally understood simply as a property which is measured by κ and this has raised questions such as 'Is kurtosis really peakedness?', see e.g. Darlington (1970) . Van Zwet (1964) proposed kurtosis orderings for symmetrical dis-30 tributions, and Oja (1981) defined measures of kurtosis as functionals which (i) are invariant under linear transformations and (ii) preserve the van Zwet partial ordering. Most of the measures of kurtosis, including β, can be written as a ratio of two scale measures. Recently, also robust measures of kurtosis have been proposed and considered in the literature, see e.g. Brys et al. (2006) .
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It is well known that the variance of the sample mean depends on the population variance only, but the variance of the sample variance depends also on the shape of the distribution through β. The measure β has been used as an indicator of the bimodality, e.g. in identifying clusters in the data set (Peña & Prieto, 2001) or as a general indicator for non-gaussianity, e.g. in testing for normality or in the independent component analysis (Hyvärinen, 1999) . Classical tests for the 40 normality are based on the standardized third and fourth moments. See also DeCarlo (1997) for the meaning and use of kurtosis.
The concept and measures of kurtosis have been extended to the multivariate case as well. The classical skewness and kurtosis measures by Mardia (1970) , for example, combine in a natural way the third and fourth moments of a standardized multivariate variable. Mardia's measures are 45 invariant under affine transformations, that is, the p-variate random variables x and Ax + b has the same skewness and kurtosis values for all full-rank p × p matrices A and for all p-vectors b. For similar combinations of standardized third and fourth moments, see also Móri et al. (1993) . Let next V 1 and V 2 be two p × p affine equivariant scatter matrices (functionals), see e.g. Huber (1981) and Maronna (1976) for early contributions on scatter matrices. Then, in the invariant 50 coordinate selection (ICS) in Tyler et al. (2009) , one finds an affine transformation matrix W such that
where D is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements in a decreasing order. The transformed p variables are then presented in a new invariant coordinate system, and the diagonal elements in D, that is, the eigenvalues of V model as the marginal distributions of the components of z are left fully unspecified except for the first two moments. For identifiability of the parameters, one further assumes that at most one of the components has a normal distribution. Notice also that Ω and z are still confounded in the sense that the order and signs of the components of z are not uniquely defined. The location center, the p-vector µ, is usually considered as a nuisance parameter, since the main goal in the 70 independent component analysis is, based on a p × n data matrix X = (x 1 , . . . , x n ), to find an estimate for an unmixing matrix W such that W x has independent components. Note that all unmixing matrices W can be written as CΩ −1 where each row and each column of the p × p matrix C has exactly one non-zero element.
In this paper we consider the estimates of W that are based on the univariate and multivariate 75 fourth moments. The population quantity to be estimated is first defined as an independent component functional W = W (F ). The estimate W (X) is then obtained by applying the functional to the empirical distribution based on X = (x 1 , . . . , x n ). Traditional methods in engineering literature based on fourth moments include FOBI (fourth order blind identification) (Cardoso, 1989) , JADE (joint approximate diagonalization of eigenmatrices), (Cardoso & Souloumiac, 80 1993) and FastICA (Hyvärinen, 1999) . In these approaches the marginal distributions are separated using their fourth moments only while mixing matrix estimators by Chen & Bickel (2006) and Samworth & Yuan (2012) for example rely also on efficient nonparametric estimates of the marginal densities. Efficient estimation methods based on residual signed ranks and residual ranks have been developed recently by Ilmonen & Paindaveine (2011) and Hallin & Mehta 85 (2014) . For a parametric model with marginal Pearson system approach, see e.g. Karvanen & Koivunen (2002) . This paper describes in detail the independent component functionals based on fourth moments through corresponding optimization problems, estimating equations and fixed-point algorithms and provides the full treatment and comparison of the limiting statistical properties of 90 these estimates also carefully specifying the assumptions they need. As far as we know, most of the results in the paper are new including the asymptotical properties of the JADE estimate. The asymptotical properties of FOBI estimate have been derived earlier in Ilmonen et al. (2010a) . The limiting variances and the limiting multinormality of the deflation-based version of FastICA estimate were studied in Ollila (2010) and Nordhausen et al. (2011a) , respectively. 
NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Throughout the paper we use the following notation. First write, for independent z ik , k = 1, . . . , p,
The limiting distributions of the unmixing matrix estimates considered in this paper are then 100 multivariate normal distributions and their limiting covariance matrices depend, as we will see later, on the limiting covariance matrices of
and
for distinct k, l, m = 1, . . . , p. If the eight moments of z i exist, then the joint limiting distribu-105 tion of √ nŝ kl , √ nr kl and √ nr mkl is, based on the central limit theorem, a multivariate normal distribution with zero means and variances and covariances
and Cov(ŝ kl ,r mkl ) = 1, Cov(r kl ,r mkl ) = β k , and Cov(r lk ,r mkl ) = β l .
We also often refer to the following groups of p × p transformation matrices columns of Ω remain unidentified, but one can identify the set of the standardized independent 140 components {±z i1 , . . . , ±z ip } which is naturally sufficient for practical data analysis.
One of the key results in the independent component analysis is the following. THEOREM 1. Let x = µ + Ωz be an observation from an IC model with mean vector µ and covariance matrix Σ = ΩΩ T and write x st = Σ −1/2 (x − µ) for the standardized random variable. Then z = U x st for some orthogonal matrix U = (u 1 , . . . , u p )
T .
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The result says that, starting with standardized observations x st , one only has to search for the unknown rotation U ∈ U such that U x st has independent components. Thus after estimating Σ, the estimation problem can be reduced to the estimation problem of an orthogonal matrix U only.
3·2. Independent component (IC) functionals
Write next X = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) for a random sample from the IC model (2). As mentioned in the 150 introduction, the aim of the independent component analysis (ICA) is to find an estimate W (X) of some unmixing matrix W such that W x i has independent components. It is easy to see, that all unmixing matrices can be written as W = CΩ −1 for some C ∈ C. The population quantity we wish to estimate is then defined as an independent component functional W (F ) as follows.
for all nonsingular p × p matrices A and for all p-vectors b.
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Notice that in the independent component model, up to the signs and the order of the components, W (F x )x does not depend on the specific choices of z and Ω. Notice also that any F can be thought to be used as an argument of W (F ) and, in the condition (ii), the random variable x does not have to come from the IC model. The corresponding sample version W (X) is then obtained when the IC functional is applied to the empirical distribution function of X = (x 1 , . . . , x n ). 160 Naturally, the estimator is then also affine equivariant in the sense that, for all nonsingular p × p matrices A and for all p-vectors b, W (AX + b1 T n )AX = P JW (X)X for some J ∈ J and P ∈ P. Remark 1. As mentioned before, if W is an unmixing matrix then so is CW for all C ∈ C, and we then have a whole set of matrices {CW : C ∈ C} equivalent to W . To find a unique rep-165 resentative in the class, one can then require that Cov(CW x) = I p but still, as in our definition, the order and signs of the rows remain unfixed. Of course the assumption on the existence of second moments may sometimes be thought to be too restrictive. For alternative ways to identify the unmixing matrix, see then e.g. Chen & Bickel (2006) , Ilmonen & Paindaveine (2011) and Hallin & Mehta (2014) . For a general discussion on this identification problem, see also 
UNIVARIATE KURTOSIS AND INDEPENDENT COMPONENT ANALYSIS
4·1. Classical measures of univariate skewness and kurtosis Let first x be a univariate random variables with mean value µ and variance σ 2 The standardized variable is then z = (x − µ)/σ and classical skewness and kurtosis measures are the 175 standardized third and fourth moments, γ = E(z 3 ) and β = E(z 4 ). For symmetrical distributions, γ = 0, and for the normal distribution, κ = β − 3 = 0. For a random sample x 1 , . . . , x n from a univariate distribution, write
Then the limiting distribution of √ n(m 2 − µ 2 , m 3 − µ 3 , m 4 − µ 4 ) T is a 3-variate normal distribution with mean vector zero and covariance matrix with the (i, j) element Serfling (1980) . Then in the symmetric case with µ 2 = 1, for example,
If the observations come from N (0, 1), we further obtain
The classical skewness and kurtosis statistics, the natural estimates of γ and β, areγ = m 3 /m 3/2 2 andβ = m 4 /m 2 2 and then
and we obtain, in the general N (µ, σ 2 ) case, that 
The equality holds only if u = e i for i with maximum value |E(z 4 i ) − 3|, and (ii)
T . The equality holds only if U = JP for some
For the first part of the theorem, see Lemma 2 in Bugrien & Kent (2005) . This theorem suggests natural strategies and algorithms for how to search for independent components. It was seen in Theorem 1 that in the IC model x st = U z with an orthogonal U = (u 1 , . . . , u p ). The first part of Theorem 2 then shows, starting from x st , how the components can be found one-by-one just 200 by repeatedly maximizing
(projection pursuit approach) and the second part of Theorem 2 implies that the same components may be found simultaneously by maximizing
In the engineering literature, these two approaches are well-known and important special cases of the so called deflation-based FastICA and symmetric FastICA, see e.g. Hyvärinen et al. (2001) . 205 The statistical properties of these two estimation procedures will now be considered in detail.
4·2. Projection pursuit approach -deflation-based FastICA
Assume that x is an observation from an IC model (2) and let again x st = Σ −1/2 (x − µ) be the standardized random variable. Theorem 2(i) then suggests the following projection pursuit approach in searching for the independent components.
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DEFINITION 2. The deflation-based projection pursuit (or deflation-based FastICA) functional W is a functional that gets value
under the constraint that u
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It is straightforward to see that W (F x ) is affine equivariant. In the independent component model (2), W (F x )x has independent components if assumption 3 is replaced by the following stronger assumption.
Assumption 4. The fourth moments of z exist, and at most one of the kurtosis values κ k , k = 1, . . . , p, is zero.
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Thus, under this assumption, W (F ) is an independent component (IC) functional. Based on Theorem 2(i), the functional then finds the independent components in the order such that
The solution order is unique if the kurtosis values are distinct. The Lagrange multiplier technique can be used to obtain the estimating equations for U = (u 1 , . . . , u p ) ′ . This has been done in Ollila (2010) and Nordhausen et al. (2011a) and proceeds as follows. After finding u 1 , . . . , u k−1 , the solution u k thus optimizes the Lagrangian function
where
T is the vector of Lagrangian multipliers and δ jk = 1 (0) as j = k (j = k) is the Kronecker delta. Write
The solution for u k is then given by p + k equations
where π k = sign(κ k ). One then easily finds the solutions for Lagrange coefficients in θ k and 225 substituting these results into the first p equations, we get the following result.
THEOREM 3. Write x st = Σ −1/2 (x − µ) for the standardized random vector and
The theorem suggests the following fixed point algorithm for the deflation-based solution. After finding u 1 , . . . , u k−1 , the following two steps are repeated until convergence to get u k .
The deflation-based estimate W (X) is obtained as above but replacing the population quantities by the corresponding empirical ones. Without loss of generality assume next that |κ 1 | ≥ · · · ≥ |κ p |. First note that, due to the affine equivariance of the estimate, W (X) = W (Z)Ω −1 .
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In the efficiency studies, it is therefore sufficient to considerŴ = W (Z) and the limiting distribution of √ n (Ŵ − I p ) for a sequenceŴ converging in probability to I p . As the empirical and population criterion functions
are continuous and sup u T u=1 |D n (u) − D(u)| → P 0, one can choose a sequence of solutions such thatû 1 → P e 1 and similarly forû 2 , . . . ,û p−1 . Further, then alsoŴ =ÛŜ −1/2 → P I p . One
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can next show that the limiting distribution of √ n (Ŵ − I p ) is obtained if we only know the joint limiting distribution of √ n (Ŝ − I p ) and √ n off(R), whereŜ = (ŝ kl ) is the sample covariance matrix,R = (r kl ) is given in (1), and off(R) =R − diag(R). We then have the following results; see also Ollila (2010) 
, and
COROLLARY 1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4, the limiting distribution of √ n vec(Ŵ − I p ) is a multivariate normal with zero mean vector and componentwise limiting variances
Remark 2. Projection pursuit reveals structures in the original data by selecting interesting low-dimensional orthogonal projections of interest. This is done, as above, by maximizing the value of an objective function (projection index). The term 'projection pursuit' was first launched by Friedman & Tukey (1974) . Huber (1985) considered projection indices with heuristic arguments that a projection is the more interesting, the less normal it is. All indices he mentioned 255 were then the ratios of two scale functionals, that is, kurtosis functionals with the classical kurtosis measure as a special case. He also discussed the idea of a recursive approach to find subspaces. Peña & Prieto (2001) used the projection pursuit algorithm with the classical kurtosis for finding directions for cluster indentification. For more discussion on the projection pursuit approach, see also Jones & Sibson (1987) .
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Remark 3. In engineering literature, Hyvärinen & Oja (1997) were the first to propose the procedure based on the fourth moments and considered later an extension with several alternative measures of non-gaussianity. The approach is called deflation-based or one-unit FastICA and it is perhaps the most popular approach for the ICA problem in engineering applications. Note that the estimating equations in Theorem 3 and in the resulting fixed-point algorithm do not fix the 265 order of the components (the order is fixed by the original definition) and, as seen in Theorem 4, the limiting distribution of the estimate depends on the order in which the components are found. Using this property, Nordhausen et al. (2011a) proposed a reloaded version of the deflation-based FastICA method that finds the estimates in an optimal efficiency order.
4·3. Symmetric approach -symmetric FastICA
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In the symmetric approach, the rows of the matrix U are found simultaneously, and we have the following.
DEFINITION 3. The symmetric projection pursuit (or symmetric fastICA) functional W is a functional with the value
This optimization procedure is called symmetric FastICA in the signal processing community. The functional W (F x ) is again affine equivariant. Based on Theorem 2(ii), the maximizer is in the IC model under the stronger assumption 4, unique up to the order and signs of the rows of U . This means that
As in the deflation-based case, we may use the Lagrange multiplier technique to obtain matrix U . Lagrangian function to be optimized is now
where symmetric matrix Θ = (θ jk ) contains p(p + 1)/2 Lagrangian multipliers. Write again
T is given by the estimating equations
Solving θ jk and using the fact that
. . , p, we get the following estimating equations.
The estimating equations for the symmetric solution U is
For the computation of U , above estimating equations suggest a fixed-point algorithm with the step
The symmetric estimate W (X) is also obtained using the estimating equations above but replacing the population quantities by the corresponding empirical ones. Write againŴ = W (Z) 290 and letŜ = (ŝ kl ) andR = (r kl ) be as in (1). Then we have the following. THEOREM 6. Let Z = (z 1 , . . . , z n ) be a random sample from a distribution of z satisfying the assumptions 1, 2 and 4 with bounded eight moments. Then there is a sequence of solutions such thatŴ → P I p and
, and 
Remark 4. The symmetric FastICA approach with general projection indices was proposed in the engineering literature by Hyvärinen (1999) . The computation of symmetric FastICA estimate was done, as in our approach, by running p parallel one-unit algorithms that was followed 300 by matrix orthogonalization step. A generalized symmetric FastICA algorithm that uses different projection indices for different sources was proposed by Koldovsky et al. (2006) . The asymptotical variances of generalized symmetric FastICA estimate were derived in Tichavsky et al. (2006) under the assumption of symmetric independent component distributions.
MULTIVARIATE KURTOSIS AND INDEPENDENT COMPONENT ANALYSIS
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5·1. Measures of multivariate skewness and kurtosis
Let now x be a p-variate random variable with mean vector µ and covariance matrix Σ. We denote the standardized variable as x st = Σ −1/2 (x − µ). All the standardized third and fourth moments can now be collected into p × p 2 and p 2 × p 2 matrices
Unfortunately these multivariate measures of skewness and kurtosis are not invariant under affine transformations: The transformation x → Ax + b induces, for some unspecified orthogonal matrix U , the transformations
Notice next that, for any p × p matrix A, 
list all possible third and fourth moments. Also
appear to be natural measures of multivariate skewness and kurtosis. In the independent component model we then have the following straightforward result.
THEOREM 7. At the distribution of z with independent components, E(z) = 0, Cov(z) = I p and
. . , p, and
Remark 5. The standardized third and fourth moments have been used as building bricks for invariant multivariate measures of skewness and kurtosis. The classical skewness and kurtosis measures by Mardia (1970) are
whereas Móri et al. (1993) proposed
where x st and x ′ st are independent copies of x st (Móri et al., 1993) . (The invariance follows 325 as x → Ax + b induces x st → U x st for some orthogonal U .) The sample statistics can then be used to test multivariate normality, for example. For their limiting distributions under normality assumption, see for example Kankainen et al. (2007) . For other extensions of multivariate skewness and kurtosis, see Kollo (2008) . In Sections 5·2 and 5·3, we use first B alone and then all B ij , i, j = 1, . . . , p, together to find solutions to the independent component problem. In the 330 signal processing literature, these approaches are called FOBI (fourth order blind identification) and JADE (joint approximate diagonalization of eigenmatrices), correspondingly.
5·2. Use of kurtosis matrix B -FOBI
The independent component functional based on the covariance matrix Σ and the kurtosis matrix B defined in (3) is known as FOBI (fourth order blind identification) (Cardoso, 1989) in 335 engineering literature. It is one of the earliest approaches to the independent component problem and is defined as follows. First recall that, in the independent component model, x st = U z for some orthogonal U . This 340 implies that
E ii is diagonal, and therefore U is the matrix of eigenvectors of B. The order of the eigenvectors is then given by the order of the corresponding eigenvalues, that is, by the kurtosis order. As W is also affine equivariant, it is an independent component functional if the assumption 3 is replaced by the following stronger assumption.
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Assumption 5. The fourth moments of z exist and are distinct.
Remark 6. Notice that assumption 5 ⇒ assumption 4 ⇒ assumption 3. If assumption 5 is not true and there are only m < p distinct kurtosis values with multiplicities p 1 , . . . , p m , FOBI still finds these m subspaces and the FOBI solutions at z are of the block-diagonal form diag(U 1 , . . . , U m ) with orthogonal p i × p i matrices U i , i = 1, . . . , m.
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It is again sufficient to consider the limiting distribution of the estimatorŴ = W (Z) only. Then the asymptotical behavior of FOBI estimator is given as follows. THEOREM 8. Let Z = (z 1 , . . . , z n ) be a random sample from a distribution of z with bounded eight moments and satisfying the assumptions 1, 2 and 5 with κ 1 > · · · > κ p . ThenŴ → P I p and
For an alternative asymptotic presentation of the √ nŵ kl , see Ilmonen et al. (2010a) . The joint limiting multivariate normality of √ nvec(Ŝ, off(R)) then implies the following.
COROLLARY 3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 8, the limiting distribution of √ n vec(Ŵ − I p ) is multivariate normal with zero mean vector and componentwise limiting variances
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ASV (ŵ kk ) = κ k + 2 4 , and
Remark 7. Let x be a p-vector with mean vector µ and covariance matrix Σ. FOBI procedure may then also be seen as a comparison of two scatter functionals, namely, 
5·3. Joint use of kurtosis matrices B ij -JADE
The approach in Section 5·2 was based on the fact that the kurtosis matrix B is diagonal at z. As shown before, the adjusted kurtosis matrices
are also all diagonal at z. Therefore, a natural idea is to try to find an orthogonal matrix U such that the matrices U C ij U T , i, j = 1, . . . , p, are all 'as diagonal as possible'. In engineering literature this approach is known as joint approximate diagonalization of eigenmatrices (JADE), see Cardoso & Souloumiac (1993) . The functional is then defined as follows.
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DEFINITION 5. The JADE functional W is a functional with the value U Σ −1/2 at F x where µ = E(x), Σ = Cov(x), x st = Σ −1/2 (x − µ) and the orthogonal matrix U maximizes
First note that
The solution thus minimizes the sum of squared off-diagonal elements of U C ij U T , i, j = 1, . . . , p. Notice that, at z, the only possible non-zero elements of C ij , i, j = 1, . . . , p are 375 (C ii ) ii = κ i . For this procedure, we therefore need assumption 4 saying that at most one of the kurtosis values κ i is zero. The JADE functional W (F ) is the independence functional as we can prove the following. 
is maximized by any P JU where P ∈ P and J ∈ J . (ii) For any F x with finite fourth moments, W (F Ax+b ) = P JW (F x )A −1 for some P ∈ P and J ∈ J .
In this case, the matrix U = (u 1 , . . . , u p ) T thus optimizes the Lagrangian function
where the symmetric matrix Θ = (θ ij ) contains the p(p + 1)/2 Lagrangian multipliers of the optimization problem. Write
The Lagrangian function then yields the estimating equations
and the equations suggest a fixed point algorithm with the steps U ← T (T T T ) −1/2 . The estimating equations can also again be used to find the following asymptotical distribution of the JADE 385 estimate.
THEOREM 10. Let Z = (z 1 , . . . , z n ) be a random sample from a distribution of z satisfying the assumptions 1, 2 and 4. Then there is a sequence of estimatesŴ such thatŴ → P I p and 
Remark 8. In the literature, there are several alternative algorithms available for an approximate diagonalization of several symmetric matrices, but the statistical properties of the corresponding estimates are not known. The most popular algorithm is perhaps the Jacobi rotation algorithm suggested in Clarkson (1988) . It appeared in our simulations that Jacobi rotation algo-395 rithm is computationally much faster and always provided the same solution as our fixed-point algorithm. The limiting distribution of the JADE estimate (but without the standardization step) was considered also in Bonhomme & Robin (2009) .
Remark 9. The JADE estimate uses p 2 fourth moment matrices in order to be affine equivariant. Therefore, the computational load of JADE grows quickly with the number of components. 
where C ij are calculated for x st = W 0 (x − µ). It seems to us that surprisingly, this estimate is asymptotically equivalent to the regular JADE estimate with much smaller computational load, 405 if the largest multiplicity of the distinct kurtosis values is at most k. However, further studies are still needed for careful proofs of these results.
COMPARISON OF THE ESTIMATES -ASYMPTOTIC EFFICIENCIES First notice that, for all estimates,
√ n (W (X) − Ω −1 ) = √ n (W (Z) − I p )Ω −1 and the efficiency comparisons can be made usingŴ = W (Z) only. Second, for all estimates, √ n (ŵ kk − 410
. . , p, and therefore the diagonal elements ofŴ should not be used in the comparison. It is then natural to compare the estimates using the sum of asymptotic variances of the off-diagonal elements ofŴ , that is,
Next note that, for all estimates, except FOBI, the limiting variances of √ nŵ kl , k = l, surprisingly depend only on the kth and lth marginal distribution (through κ k , κ l , σ 2 k and σ 2 l ) and do not 415 depend either on the number or on the distributions of other components. Based on the results in the earlier sections, we have the following conclusions.
1.
√ nŵ kl of the symmetric FastICA estimate and that of the JADE estimate are asymptotically equivalent, that is, their difference converges to zero in probability, if the kth and lth marginal distributions are the same.
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2. If the independent components are identically distributed, then the symmetric FastICA and JADE estimates are asymptotically equivalent. In this case, their criterium value (4) is one half of that of the deflation-based FastICA estimate. The FOBI estimate fails in this case. 3. ASV (ŵ kl ) of the FOBI estimate is always larger than or equal to that for symmetric FastICA, k = l. This follows as κ k ≥ −2 for all k. The larger the other kurtosis values, the larger is the 425 ASV (ŵ kl ) of FOBI. The variances equal when p = 2 and κ k > 0 > κ l .
4.
√ nŵ kp of the deflation-based FastICA estimate and that of the JADE estimate are asymptotically equivalent if the pth marginal distribution is normal.
The criterium value (4) is thus the sum of the pairwise terms ASV (ŵ kl ) + ASV (ŵ lk ) which do not depend on the number or distributions of other components except for the FOBI es-430 timate. So in most cases the comparison of the estimates can be made only through values ASV (ŵ kl ) + ASV (ŵ lk ). To make FOBI (roughly) comparable, we use the lower bound of the value ASV (ŵ kl ) + ASV (ŵ lk ) with κ j = −2, j = k, l; the lower bound is in fact the exact value in the bivariate case. In Table 1 , the values ASV (ŵ kl ) + ASV (ŵ lk ) are listed for pairs of independent components from the following five distributions: exponential distribution (EX), logistic 435 distribution (L), uniform distribution (U), exponential power distribution with shape parameter value 4 (EP) and normal or Gaussian (G) distribution. The fourth moments are κ EX = 6, κ L = 1·2, κ U = − 1·8, κ EP ≈ − 0·81 and κ G = 0, respectively. The results in Table 1 are then nicely in accordance with our general notions above and show that none of the estimates outperforms all the other estimates.
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Further, in Figure 1 , we plot the values ASV (ŵ kl ) + ASV (ŵ lk ) when the independent components come (i) from the standardized (symmetric) exponential power distribution or (ii) from the standardized (skew) gamma distribution. The limiting efficiencies then depend only on the 
shape parameters of the models. In the plot, the darker the point, the higher the value and the worse the estimate. The density function for the exponential power distribution with zero mean 445 and variance one and with shape parameter β is
where β > 0, α = (Γ(1/β)/Γ(3/β)) 1/2 and Γ is the gamma function. Notice that β = 2 gives the normal (Gaussian) distribution, β = 1 gives the heavy-tailed Laplace distribution and the density converges to an extremely low-tailed uniform density as β → ∞. The family of skew distributions is for the variables coming from the gamma distribution with shape parameter α 450 and shifted and rescaled to have mean zero and variance one. For α = k/2, the distribution is a chi square distribution with k degrees of freedom, k = 1, 2, . . . . For α = 1, an exponential distribution is obtained, and the distribution is converging to a normal distribution as α → ∞. For all estimates, Figure 1 shows that ASV (ŵ kl ) + ASV (ŵ lk ) gets high values with β close to 2 (normal distribution). Also, the efficiency is getting lower with increasing α. The FOBI 455 estimate is poor if the marginal kurtosis values are close to each other. The contours for the deflation-based FastICA estimate illustrates the fact that the criterium function ASV (ŵ 12 ) + ASV (ŵ 21 ) is not continuous at the points for which κ k + κ l = 0. This is due to the fact that the order in which the components are found changes at that point. The symmetric FastICA and JADE estimates are clearly the best estimates with minor differences. 7. DISCUSSION Many popular methods to solve the independent component analysis problem are based on the use of univariate and multivariate fourth moments. Examples include FOBI (Cardoso, 1989) , JADE (Cardoso & Souloumiac, 1993) and FastICA (Hyvärinen, 1999) . In engineering literature, these ICA methods have originally been formulated and considered as algorithms only and 465 therefore the rigorous analysis and comparison of theirstatistical properties have been missing until very recently. The statistical properties of the deflation-based FastICA method were derived in Ollila (2010) and Nordhausen et al. (2011a) . The asymptotical behavior of FOBI estimate was considered in Ilmonen et al. (2010a) . This paper describes in detail the independent component functionals based on fourth moments through corresponding optimization problems, estimating 470 equations and fixed-point algorithms and provides for the very first time the full treatment and comparison of the limiting statistical properties of these estimates also carefully specifying the assumptions they need. Careful efficiency comparisons revealed that, as was expected, JADE and symmetric version of FastICA performed best in most cases. It was surprising, however, that the JADE and symmetric FastICA estimates are asymptotically equivalent if the components are 475 identically distributed. ILMONEN, P., NORDHAUSEN, K., OJA, H. & OLLILA, E. (2010b 
Proof of Theorem 1
Let Ω = ODV T be the singular value decomposition of full-rank Ω. Then Σ = ΩΩ T = OD 2 O T , and Σ −1/2 = OJD −1 O T for some J ∈ J . (J is needed to make Σ −1/2 positive definite.) Then
with an orthogonal U = OJV T .
Proof of Theorem 2
If u T u = 1 then it is straightforward to see that
It then easily follows that
and that, for any orthogonal
For the first result, see also Lemma 2 in Bugrien and Kent (2005) .
Proof of Theorem 6
As the functions
are continuous and D n (U ) → P D(U ) for all U then, due to compactness of U , also
D(U ) attains its maximum at any JP where J ∈ J and P ∈ P. This further implies that there is a sequence of maximizers that satisfyÛ → P I p , and therefore alsoŴ =ÛŜ −1/2 → P I p . For the estimateŴ , the estimating equations arê Then Theorem 3.1 of Ilmonen et al. (2010a) gives
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To prove Theorem 9, we need the following lemma.
LEMMA 1. Denote
where E ij = e i e T j , i, j = 1, . . . , p. Then C(x, A) is additive in A = (a ij ), that is,
Also, for an orthogonal U , it holds that C(U x, A) = U C(x, U T AU )U T .
Proof of Lemma 1
For additivity, it is straightforward to see that, for all A, A 1 , A 2 and b,
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C(x, bA) = b C(x, A) and C(x, A 1 + A 2 ) = C(x, A 1 ) + C(x, A 2 ).
For orthogonal U , we obtain
Proof of Theorem 9
(i) First notice that C ij (z) = 0, for i, j = 1, . . . , p and i = j C ii (z) = κ i E ii , for i = 1, . . . , p.
If we write G = V Q = (g 1 , . . . , g p ) T , then 
Hence, D yst (V ) = D xst (V Q) ≤ D xst (U ), with equality if V = P JU Q T for any P ∈ P and J ∈ J . Thus, W (F y ) = P JU Q T QΣ −1/2 A −1 = P JU Σ −1/2 A −1 , for any P ∈ P and J ∈ J .
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For Theorem 10 we need the following lemma.
LEMMA 2. Assume thatŜ k , k = 1, . . . , K are p × p matrices such that √ n(Ŝ k − Λ k ), are asymptotically normal with mean zero and Λ k = diag(λ k1 , . . . , λ kp ). LetÛ = (û 1 , . . . ,û p ) be the orthogonal matrix that maximizes
Proof of Lemma 2
The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1 of Miettinen et al. (2014) .
Proof of Theorem 10
As the criterium functions D(U ) attains its maximum at any JP where J ∈ J and P ∈ P. This further implies that there is a sequence of maximizers that satisfyÛ → P I p , and therefore alsoŴ =ÛŜ −1/2 → P I p .
wherec kk kl = (C kk ) kl andb kk kl = (B kk ) kl . So, asymptotically, all the information is in the matricesB kk , k = 1, . . . , p. AsŴ =ÛV , whereÛ andV are the rotation matrix and the whitening 700 matrix, respectively, we have that √ n (Ŵ − I p ) = √ n (ÛV − I p ) = √ n (Û − I p ) + √ n (V − I p ) + o P (1).
The asymptotics of the regular JADE unmixing matrix is then obtained withV =Ŝ −1/2 , wherê S is the sample covariance matrix. Notice first that √ n (Ŝ −1/2 − I p ) = − 1 2 √ n (Ŝ − I p ) + o P (1).
Then substituting (6) and (7) into (8), we have that, for k = l
For the diagonal elements we have simply √ nŵ kk = − 1 2 ( √ nŝ kk − 1) + o P (1).
